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Who is the author of the book "The Ickabog"?
What is the name of NASA's next-generation space telescopeWideField Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) which was
named after the space agency‟s first chief astronomer?
On which day International Day of UN Peacekeepers was
observed across the world?

J.K. Rowling

Nancy Grace Roman Space
Telescope

May 29

Which country has disagreed with WHO‟s decision to
temporarily suspend the clinical trial of Hydroxychloroquine on

India

COVID-19 patients?
World‟s first major football league, Bundesliga, resumed its
season post-COVID-19 lockdown in which country?
Name the four-time Grand Slam singles champion who passed
away recently at the age of 83?
On which day International Day for Biological Diversity was
observed?
The United States issued a statement condemning which
nation‟s exclusion from the World Health Assembly?
Name the Amazon founder and CEO who according to a report
could potentially become the world's first trillionaire by 2026?

Germany

Ashley Cooper

May 22

Taiwan

Jeff Bezos

Which among the following two countries are not signatories of
the EU-backed “Resolution on COVID 19 Response” that seeks
independent inquiry into coronavirus origin?
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US and China

Name the Chief of the World Trade Organization (WTO) who
has decided to step down, a year before his term expires?
On which day World Thalassemia Day was observed?

Roberto Azevedo

May 8

The WHO and UN Postal Agency released a commemorative
stamp on May 9th to mark the 40th anniversary of the

Small Pox

eradication of which disease?
The 2021 Commonwealth Youth Games have been postponed
to which year?
Which nation has re-opened its mosques for public prayers?
Which country has banned the export of alcohol-based hand
sanitisers?
On which day World Press Freedom Day was observed across
the world?
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Bangladesh

India

May 3

